
 

Research finds a sweet spot for engineering
better cellulose-degrading enzymes
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Postdoctoral Researcher Antonella Amore and Senior Engineer Brandon Knott
work on samples in the lab. The new research on the relationships between small
sugars (glycans), their function, and their location could be used to improve
enzyme performance to better break down biomass and convert waste plant
matter to renewable fuels and products. Credit: Dennis Schroeder/NREL
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Researchers from the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) have gained new insights into
how glycosylation—the natural attachment of sugars to proteins—affects
a key cellulase enzyme. This work could be used to improve enzyme
performance to better break down biomass and convert waste plant
matter to renewable fuels and products. Namely, the more effective the
enzyme, the more efficient and economical the process will be.

The new research, which focuses on the enzyme Cel7A that breaks down
cellulose in plants to sugars, is detailed in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences (PNAS) in a manuscript titled "Distinct roles of N-
and O-glycans in cellulase activity and stability." This study sheds light
on the specific functions of small sugars, or glycans, that microbes attach
to their enzymes. This enzymatic modification by the addition of sugars
is referred to as "glycosylation" and it is known to have a substantial
impact on enzyme function.

One woman and one man work at a laboratory bench surrounded by lab
equipment.

Postdoctoral Researcher Antonella Amore and Senior Engineer Brandon
Knott work on samples in the lab. The new research on the relationships
between small sugars (glycans), their function, and their location could
be used to improve enzyme performance to better break down biomass
and convert waste plant matter to renewable fuels and products. (Photo
by Dennis Schroeder/NREL)

"Enzymes for breaking down cellulose are notoriously difficult to
engineer for improved activity," said NREL Staff Engineer Brandon
Knott, a co-author of the paper. "It has long been realized that
glycosylation is a 'knob to turn' in this endeavor, but the specific roles of
the different glycans have been elusive."
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With uncertainty surrounding how the different kinds of glycans relate
to different enzyme functions, NREL developed a unique recombinant
expression system to test new enzymes, producing a large collection of
Cel7A mutants that lacked various combinations of glycosylation sites. A
team of researchers from NREL, the University of Georgia, and the
University of Colorado, Boulder, then characterized all the mutant
enzymes and compared the features to those of the native enzyme to
gather critical data about the relationships between the specific glycan,
its function, and its location.

"Based on the literature, we already thought that we knew the location of
all of the glycosylation sites," said co-author Antonella Amore, a
postdoctoral researcher at NREL. "In confirming their locations, we not
only discovered new glycans, we also elucidated the structures of the
glycans at each specific site. This provides insight into how the microbe
is protecting and decorating its enzymes for optimal activity, which in
turn provides clues on how to improve them for industrial applications."

Gaining a deeper understanding of the basic structure, function, and
relationships of proteins is fundamental to helping design new strategies
to improve overall enzyme performance. But building a superior enzyme
requires an understanding of a vast combination of factors. It is
important to know which glycans protect against protease attacks, which
ones are essential for binding to enzyme stability, and which are key for
enzyme binding and activity. NREL's findings have revealed that,
depending on its type and where it is attached, glycosylation is important
for strengthening the binding of Cel7A to cellulose, protecting the
enzyme against proteases that break down the protein, and bolstering the
enzyme's thermal stability, which allows the enzyme to keep working at
temperatures that would be encountered in an industrial biomass
conversion process.

  More information: Antonella Amore et al. Distinct roles of N- and O-
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glycans in cellulase activity and stability, Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences (2017). DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1714249114
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